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TxiUilis IC/kL ^UkluAhY hUo 1

PaHT I - TidiKb

1. NOTES ON GErik^N TaNEz.

Since the early success of the Germans in the battle of 
France there has been a continual increase in the armour and 
armament- of German tanks. Early models were first improved 
then aiscarued. kark IP II and III may now be considered obso
lete. Three tanks - Pz.Kpfw IV (kark IV), Pz.hpfw V (Panther) 
and Pz.Kpfw VI (Tiger) are now likely to constitute the armoured 
equipment of any first line German ranzer forces which may 

oppose the Allied invasion troops.

The improvements in armour and armament were necessitated 
by the better performance of the Allied tanks and anti-tank 
guns. The trend in improvements is to afford increased pro
tection against close quarter attack, i.e., men armed with 
grenades or other demolition charges ana may be considered as 
an admission of the vulnerability of tanks to infantry.

This type of protection is provided by various means;-

(i) By mild steel skirting plates secured to tank 
hulls, and in some, cases the siues and rear of 
the turret also, intended apparently against 
tungsten carbiue cored a.P. bullets of anti
tank rifles ana hollow charge projectiles.

(ii) By the coating of the skirting plates and in some 
cases the hulls ana turrets with special plaster, 
apparently intended against magnetic demolition 
charges, to prevent it from adhering to the metal.

(iii) By ejecting anti-personnel mines which burst in 
the air a few yards away from the tank.

There hah been no recent eviuence of any basic new type, 
of cruiser or heavy tank and it therefore seems reasonable to 
assume, particularly in view of the added burden of repairing 
bomb shattered factories, that new models are not likely to 
appear for some time.

The existence of a new heavy tank gun has now been estab
lished, and it would seem that it is destined to appear in an 
improved model of the TIGER.

The most recent improvements in the types most likely to 
be encountered are as follows:-

Mark IV (Bee Plates 1, 2 & 3)

Front armour on this tank has been reinforced from 50 mm. 
(2 ins.) to 80 mm. (3.2 ins.) by bolting additional armour to 
the nose and front vertical plates, and quite recently the 
7.5 cm. gun (Ew.K.40) has been lengthened by about 15 inches 
which would improve its armour piercing power.

Panther (Bee rletes 4 &. 5)

This is the most recent model of German tanks and has now



been fitted with a slightly more powerful engine - (642 BHP 
to 690) - which should provide improved engine life but is 
not likely to Increase the speed of the PANTHER.

Tiger (See Plates 6, 7 & 8)

Electrically fired S-mine dischargers are now fitted on 
the superstructure roof of the TIGER. The S-mines are ejected 
by electrical means from a control on the inside of the tank 
and projected in the air where they burst a few yards away 
from the tank. The TIGER has also recently been fitted with 
a more powerful engine in the same way as has PANTHER.

Mark III (Pz.Kpfw.Ill) (See Plate 9)

The Mark III does not appear to be produced as a fighting 
tank any more. A few Pz.Kpfw III flamethrower tanks were seen 
early this year in ITALY, but it is known that this equipment 
is a "conversion job" and no flame throwing tank is being 
produced in quantity.

There is now evidence of a new reconnaissance vehicle 
developed from the obsolete Pz.Kpfw II to be known as LYNX. 
It is thought that "LYNX" is now the official name for a new 
vehicle hitherto thought to have been called "LEOPARD".

Data

A table giving particulars of MARK IV, PANTHER and TIGER, 
is given on pages 3 and 4.
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Grew

Armament: t <. r re t 7.5 ce. Kw. K. 40
7.92 ran. M.G.34-

coaxial
>

7.5 or- Kw. K. 42 )
7.92 an. k.G. 34. )

coaxial 8.8 on. Kw. \. 36 )
7.92 ran. k'.G. 34- ) coaxial

tails of 
lament:

hull

Lengths in cals 
k.V. in f.s. 
Weight of A.P.

•rojcctilo lbs. 
Penetration (homo 

armour 1000 yds 
range 30°)

front 
sides & 
rear

super front
structure sides

hull front

7.92 m. M.G. 34- none

7.5 cn. Kct.Z.4^(lA3) 7*5 <jei.,Kw.

4-3
2526

15

83 ran (3.3 in)

48 70
3068

15 15

110 ria (4.. 3 in)

7.92 ra

56
2600

21

102 ran (.',-.0 in)

50 ran (2.0 in) 110 ran (-4.3 I?*)

30 
(<■

ran (1.2 in)
5 ran. shirting) (.2 in)

4-5 ran (1.8 in)

80 rail. (3.2 in) 80 ran (3»2 in) *
30 
(+

ran. (1.2 in)
5 ran. skirting) (.2 in)

40 nm (1.6 in) +

80 ran. (3.2 in) 60 ran. (2.2j- in) +

30 ran. (1.2 in) 40 ran. (1.6 in)
(+ 5 ran. skirting)(.2 in) (+ 5 ran. skirting)(.2 in)

r

100 ran (3.9 in) B
82 ran (3.2 in)

102 ran (2x.0 in)
82 ran. (3,2 in)

102 ran. (4-.0 in)
® ■

62 ran, (2.4- in)



* These plates are strongly sloped and their equivalent thicknesses are estimated as 121 mm. 45 Bin. and 91 nm. 
1'espectively. These estimates are based on the compound angle which results when the vertically sloping 
plates are attacked at a horizontal angle of 30°, and should be considered in relation to penetration 
figures for 30° angle of attack.

Maximum speed m.p.h. 22 53 20

Vehicle dimensions:

Length (chassis)

Width

Height

Overhang of gun beyond front 
of chassis (approx)

between track centres

width

clearance

19 ft. 4- in.

9 ft. 7 in.

8 ft. 6 in.

2-ft. 9 in.

7 ft.11 in.

15 in.

1 ft. 2| in.

22 ft. 7-5■ in.

11 ft. 3i• in.

9 ft. 65’ in

6 ft. 6 in.

8 ft. 7 in.

26 in.

1 ft. 3 in.

20 ft. 8| in.

12 ft. 3 in.

9 ft. 5 in.

7 ft.,.

9 ft. 3i in.

28-p in.

1 ft. 6 in.



Plate I
NOTE: Stowage of spare "bogie wheels and track lengths. The hull sides 

and turret may be obscured from view by thin armour skirting 
plates.

Plate 2
NOTE: The additional 30 nm plates bolted to front nose and superstructure 

plates, also the thin spaced skirting plate round the turret.



here to

Plate 3

PZ Kpfw IV showing VULNERABILITY



VISION
SIDES & REAR
Bazooka, etc 
and all Anti 
tank guns.

PZ Kpfw. PANTHE

FROM OF HULL AND GLACIS PLATE

UNPROFITABLE TARGET

L Afl

TOOM OF TURRET 

UNPROFITABLE TARGET ■ 
except for 17 pr.

Small arms 
fire

Plate 4- Where to Aim
NOTE: The lang sloping glacis plate is 80 MM. thick and inclined at an 

angle of 55 degrees.

Plate 5
NOTE: The hull sides may be obscured by thin skirting plates reaching down 

to JO in. above ground.

*****
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PZ Kpfw TIGER

Plate 6
NOTE: Absence of both hull and turret Mfis, and sets of smoke 

discharger cups either side of turret.

Plate 7
NOTE: that the front outer bogie wheel is missing. The Germans 

frequently remove this wheel deliberately since stones are 
liable to become janined between it and the driving sprocket.
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Plate 8
PZ Kpfw TIGER- VULNERABILITY



Pz Kpfw UI FLAMETHROWER

Side View - Where to Aim

Front View

Plate 9
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General

This is one of the best all-round equipments turned out 
by the Ge:?mans in this war and combines a powerful gun, 
having a good A.P. and H.E. performance with a carriage hav
ing thick front armour - for the tactical assault - and a 
1ow s1Ihoue 11 e.

The 7.5 cm. Stu.G.40 will no doubt ultimately be super
seded by the 7.5 cm. Stu.G.42, which is known to exist but has 
not yet been encountered in action. For the present, however, 
there are no signs of ”Stu.G.4O” gcing out of service and 
there is some reason to suppose that the Germans may extend 
its life for production considerations, just as they have been 
obliged to extend the life of Pz.Kpfw.IV has a fighting tank.

A. RECOGNITION (See Plates 10 to 13)

A long barrelled, high velocity gun with muzzle brake, 
mounted on a Pz.Kpfw.III chassis with a fixed superstruc
ture. The equipment has an unusually low silhouette and 
the fighting compartment is completely roofed in. The 
more recent models have a commander’s cupola (Plate 10) 
on the near side.

The hull sides may be obscured by thin skirting armour 
plates extending from the driving sprocket to the rear 
idler and from the top of the superstructure to the top of 
the bogie wheels, (Plate 10)

At close ranges it will be observed that the gun, which 
extends bout 3^- ft. beyond the front of the chassis, pro
trudes from a keystone shaped housing, enclosing the buffer 
and recuperator, which are situated above the barrel. This 
is, of course, a typical feature of German ’’assault” S.P. 
equipments.'- (Plates 10 & 11)

A recent photograph of the 7.5 cm Stu.G.40 (See Plate 12) 
shows a new form of recoil gear and barrel sleeve housing. 
Both are combined in a single casting which is rounded off 
at the edges and corners and presents a more ’’streamlined” 
appearance than the earlier construction as shown in Plates 
1 & 2.

Three smoke discharger cups are mounted on each side of 
the front of the superstructure. (Plate 10)

B. CAPABILITIES

The gun (7.5 cm Stu.K.40) has a maximum range of about 
8,000 yards using H.E. and will penetrate 89 mm (3.5 ins.) 
of homogeneous armour at 30° at a range of 500 yards and 
79 mm (3.1 ins.) at 1,000 yards using A.P.C.B.C. Nothing 
is known about the performance of the lengthened version 
of the Stu.K.40.

The equipment has a road speed of about 22 M.P.H.

C. VULNERABILITY (Seo Plates 10 & 14)

The equipment has thick front armour - the nose plates

http:Stu.G.40
http:Stu.G.42
http:Pz.Kp:f/'1.IV
http:Stu.G.40
http:Stu.K.40
http:Stu.K.40


and superstructure front vert lcl plates are 80 rmr
{over 3 ins.) and it is therefore more profitable to attack 
the hull or superstructure sides, which measure only 30 mm 
(1.2 ins.).

Usually, the sides are protected by thin mild steel 
skirting plates intended mainly for protection against 
attack by hollow charge projectiles. The skirting plates 
are not likely to have much effect against attack by A.P. 
shot.

D. SPECIAL FEATORES
There have been references in recently captured German 

documents to a lengthened version of the gun in this equip
ment. The new gun is referred to as "7.5 cm Stu. '.40 (L/48)" 
which indicate that it is about 15 inches longer than the 
previous gun "7.5 cm Stu.K.40 (L/43)".

A machine carbine and 15 egg grenades are carried in the 
fighting compartment. The loader has a shield on top of 
the superstructure with a small port cut in it, through 
which the machine carbine may be fired.

Unlike German tanks, each member of the crew of the "Stu 
G.40" is able to speak and hear on the wireless "intercom" 
system.

Data

A total of 54 rounds is carried (27 HE; 22 APCBC;5AP 40).

Name of Equipment 7.5 cm Stu.G.40 (Sd.Kfz.142)

Gun 7.5 cm Stu.K.40 (L/43 or L/48)

V/eight in action 21 tons (approx. )

Crew 4

Overall height
Length (of chassis)
Overall wid^h
Track width
Width between track centres
Belly clearance

6 ft. 6 in.
17 ft. 9 in.
9 ft. 8 in.
15 in.
8 ft. 2-g- in.
1 ft. 3 in.

•

Traverse 10 degrees left & right (approx.

Elevation Linus 5° to plus 20° (approx)

Ammunition Particulars:- M.V. Wt. of Projectile 
Tn~Tbs.

APCBC 2525 15

HE 1800 12&

AP 40 - -

Hollow charge 1475 104

Smoke *

Alternatively this total may include some hollow charge 
or smoke rounds.

-12-
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75 cm ASSAULT GUN (Stu.G. 40)

Thia is the latest version of the equipment with coninanders cupola on the left.
Note the thin skirting plates protecting hull and superstructure sides and staggered set of 
three smoke discharger cups.
VULNERABILITY: Owing to thick front armour (80 mm), attack sides and rear with anti-tank weapons. 

(See Plate 4). Aim small arms fire at vision slits, port on loaders shield, and 
commanders cupola.



Plate II
This is one of the earlier models and has no commanders cupola, 
NOTE; The port in the loaders shield through which a MG may 

be fired.

Plate 12
F S **' I fL 11NOTE; U'l . JjL/

New type of recoil gear and barrel housing.
0I(4)/l0 -14-



Plate 13
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PART V - ROCKET WEAPONS

8.8 ANTI-TANK ROCKET LAUNCHER (R.Pz.3.43)

(Sec Plate 14)A RECOGNITION

Items underlired in the text are annotated on the photo
graph.

Launcher
This is the Gorman equivalent of the American "Bazooka”. 

Sometimes called by the Germans "OFENROHR" (Stovepipe). It 
can be identified by the following features:-

(i) The cylindrical discharger tube about 5 ft. long.

(ii) Two vertical hand grips underneath which enclose 
cocking and trigger mechanism.

(iii) A protecting frame at the rear and bracketed fore 
and backsights on the left front of the tube.

Projectile

Colour - deep olive green.

The body is 3-5 ins. in diameter and cylindrical, taper
ing towards the nose, the last few inches of which are also 
cylindrical and capped by a pale blue fuze.

The rear of the body tapers towards a long cylindrical 
tail unit containing the propellant. The tail has six fins 
enclosed ina steel cylinder.

Smoke and flame caused by the burning rocket propellant 
will indicate the position of the launcher.

B. CAPABILITIES

This weapon can be used against armoured vehicles at 
ranges up to 165 yds. It fires a hollow charge grenade, 
which is estimated to penetrate 110 mm. (4.33 ins.) of ar
mour.

D. SPECIAL FEATURES OF OPERATION

The launcher is operated by two men; one supports and 
sights while the other loads. The team has to wear pro
tective clothing as, on firing, a jet of flame 16 ft. long 
shoots out to the rear.

The smallest firing unit is generally made up of a six 
man team, equipped with three launchers and they are 
usually stationed in strong-point formation so that they 
can fire in any direction.

Loading

The projectile, which is fired electrically, is in
serted into the rear end of the tube, where it is retained 
by moans of a spring-loaded plunger. The wandering load 
is then plugged into the socket at the back of the tube

-16-



Cocking and Flring

The mechanism is cocked by pressing the cocking lever 
to the rear until the springloaded rod is held 'in the for
ward position.

To fire: press the trigger.

E. LATA

Launcher

Overall length 5 ft. 4.5 in.

Overall length of tube onxy 5 ft. 205 in<

External diameter of tube 3.7 in.

Weight

Projectile

Overall length

Diameter of body

20.5 lb.

2 ft. 1.25 in.

3*5 in.

Max* diameter of tail unit 3.4 in.

Weight 7 lb. approx.

-17
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4. 15 cm (6 barrelled) ROCKET PROJECTOR (15 cm Nebelwerfer 41)

A. RECOGNITION

Projector (See Plates 15, 17 & 18)

The most distinctive recognition feature of this stand
ard German rocket projector is the Barrel Assembly (Plate 
15), which consists of six tubes arranged in a circle like 
the chambers of a revolver or the barrels of a Gatling gun.

From a distance, the 15 cm should not be confused with 
the 21 cm projector, which has only five barrels.

Other recognition features are:-

(i) Light, 2 wheeled, pneumatic tyred carriage.

(ii) Split tubular trail. (Plates 15 8c, 16)

(iii) Small circular stabilising platform at the 
front. This may be founu locked on the ground, 
or in the raised travelling position. (Plates 
15 & 17).

Ammunition (See Plate 16)

15 cm HoEo Rocket (15 cm W.gr.41 Spr)

Colour - deep olive green

15 cm Smoke Rocket (15 cm.W.gr.41 Nb)

Colour - field grey

harkings in white on bomb body. The letters ’Nb’ on 
the bomb body; a broken white ring on bomb body and 
the ballistic cap.

Gas Projectiles

If encountered these can be recognised by the following 
markings;-

Colour - field grey

Yellow ring on bomb body and ballistic cap-indicating 
blister gas.

Broad green ring and narrow yellow ring on ballistic 
cap of bomb body - indicating choking gas with slight 
vesicant effect.

The letters *Nb’ indicating smoke, have been found in 
black. The letters ’Tp’ indicate ’Tropical Filling’.

B. CAPABILITIES

The projector can fire a group of six rounds every 90 
seconds, accuracy is not as great as that of a howitzer 
of equal calibre, but is sufficiently good to permit the 
engagement of area targets, for which purpose the weapon 
is normally employed.

It should be noted that the calibre and ca

-19.



I s m -n I f, ?r:r *1tne rockets maxe them suitable ior ..(Lem! cal warfare..'
UlvwBBfi i4>'4r«3 uujbW

The carriage is extremely light ana mobile, facilita
ting speeuy and frequent change of firing position.

The effective range of this weapon is 6,000 - 7;000 
ydsu

0. '/Uxi<mrtaBlhlTY

Tae xifcht construction of the projector barrels make it 
vulnerable to shrapnel ana small ar^us fire, but its good 
mobility ana frequent change of fire position make it a 
difficult target to engage.

D. SPECIAL FdnTUAES 01' OPERATION

Firing
Th© projector has no shield. The team has to take cover 

a short distance from the projector before firing.

The projector is fireu, one barrel at a time, from a 
remote control ^oint 30 - 40 yas. away, by means of a hand 
operated magneto generator. One turn of the generator fires 
one rounu, tne position of wmch on tne projector is shown 
by a moving uisc on tne generator.

The rounds are loaaea from the rear, ana ar« Kept in 
position at all angles of exevation by a springloaded re
taining catch on each oarrel. (rlate 18)

Electrical contact with. the round is made by placing a 
spring-loadeu nook into a puffer (igniter) which has pre
viously oeen put into one of tne exit cones of the venturii. 
dnouid improvisation oe necessary, it will be founa that 
the resistance of the puffer is 1.3 ohms, with a i..jr.imum 
firing current of 0.36 amps.

bringing into action (dee Hate 17)
(1) Tnt trail is split ana lockea.

(11) The stabilising platform is rowereu anu lockea.

(iii) Each wheel is raised by means of the lifting bar, 
anu then xockeu clear of tne ground.

3ightinfc .

An open sight (Plate 18) is provided for direct laying 
up to 2,000 metres (about 2,200 yus). This consists of a 
folding foresight attached to the left (No. 5 barrel) and 
a vertical column graduated from 200 - 2,000 in 200 metre 
divisions.

For indirect laying there is a dial sight.

Amman! - b n (See Plate 16)

In the 15 cm rocket, the propellant is in the front and 
tne shell at tne bock.

The propellant &ases escape through twenty-two jets in 
a concentric i.unb in ITvmt ol the shell. Being offset at

http:sprin%7Elot:J.d.ed


an angle, these jets rotate the projectile, as 
supplying toe propulsive force.

E. DATA
Projector

Calibre

Max. range

Effective range

Max. rate of fire

Weight of projector

Height of projector 
(travelling position)

Width of projector

Length of projector

Ammunition

H.E. Complete Round

Shell filled

Filling

Smoke Complete Round

Shell filled

Filling

15 cm. (5.9 in.) 

8,000 yds. approx. 

6,000 - 7,000 yds. 

6 rds. every 90 seconds. 

11 cwts (1,232 lbs) 

4 ft. 6 in. ■

5 ft. 5 in. 

11 ft. 8 in. 

Weight 

77 lbs. 

22$ lbs. 

lbs.

78 lbs. 

23$ lbs. 
8| lbs.

C.W. Projectiles have also been designed. These incor
porate an effective H.E. charge, in addition to the 
gasv filling.

ifiirii F
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15 CM. (6 BARRELLED) ROCKET PROJECTOR

PLATE 15

Metal Ammunition Container

Ballistic

concentric ringJets arranged in

O1W/5
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(15 CM. NBW. 41)

PLATE 17

Contacts

Foresight „

Bracket for 
Backsight or 
Dial Sight

Elevating 
Handwheel

Electric Firing

Handwheel
Ammunition
Retaining Catch

PLATE 18

0I(4)/6



5. GERMAN WOODEN ANTI-TANK MINES

A. RECOGNITION

There are two types:-

(Sec Plates 19 & 20)

(a) Wooden Box Mine 42. (Holzmine 42)

(b) Wooden Box Mino V.3. (V.B. Mi.)

Both mines have the same external appearance, i.c. a 
square topped wooden box with a wide pressure block protrud
ing through the lid and a narrow batten (for stacTcTng pur
poses) nailed to the outside of lid. TThen the mine is armed, 
the top of the pressure block is higher than the top of the 
batten - when unarmed the tops of the block and the batten 
are approximately level.

Although both mines operate in the same way, they differ 
in the construction of the explosive compartments and in the 
type of filling - the 42 pattern mine has a cast-filling 
covered with a bituminous composition while the V.B. pattern 
mine has loose 200 gm. blocks of explosive.

B. CAPABILITIES

Both mines are anti-vehicular and anti-tank. They are 
reported to fire under a load of 200 lbs. Mines are laid 
with the pressure block nearest to the defending troops, so 
that the explosive charge lies more directly under the oncom
ing load.

C. COUNTER MEASURES

To Neutralise or Disarm

(i) Look for and neutralise any anti-handling devices.

(ii) Remove lid carefully.

(ill) Reverse pressure block, so that it no longer rests 
on the shearing flange attached to the side of the 
box, but' on a batten fixed to the bottom.

(iv) Remove pressure block to disarm. .

(v) Holding the actuating pin of the ZZ. 42 igniter in 
position, remove one of the blocks of the priming 
charge in the centre priming compartment - NOT the 
one into which the igniter is s*crev7ccl. Slide back 
the block into which the igniter is screwed until 
the actuating pin is clear of the shearing flange 
and lift out charge and igniter together'.’

(vi) Carefully unscrew the igniter, holding the pin in 
position.

(vii) Remove detonator.



D. mCl.u. imhiTUxCuj

Tno Lk 42 igniter used in this mine nas a 
bouy with, metal striker# pin and spring. The onl 
metal parts in the mine are sundry nails ana screws 
the body.

Reports indicate that the mine is 
difficulty by U.S. detector.

only detected with

E. uhTh.

Length 13 in.
Breadth 12 in.

Height, with pressure
block in armed position 6 5/8 in

Total weight of 
explosive

11.9 lb.

Total weight of mine 18 lb.

-25-



PLATE 19

PLATE 20
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These vehicles nave been encountered on tae Russian 
and Italian fronts.

a. KSCOGhlTIOfl (bee rlate 21)

miniature self-propelled vehicle with overall tracks 
reminiscent of a last war type tank. The photograph 
shows a specimen with side cover plates removed.

B. CAPABILITIES

Designed to attack pill-boxes, wire oostacles and 
possibly minefields. Owing to small size and power, its 
performance over rugged ground is staged to be poor.

C. VoxNEKABluITY

Uncertain whether it is vulnerable to small arms 
ammunition, but certainly vulnerable to all infantry anti
tank weapons.

Vehicle will not fire anti-tank mines by its tracks 
passing over them, but it is to be expected that it would 
fire, ana would be put out of action oy, anti-personnel 
mines.

o. SPECIAL FEATURES (Bee annotations)

Independent urive from two small electric motors to 
the front driving sprockets. The motors ana accumulators 
are carried in the sides of the vehicle, nt cho rear is 
the caole drum (not visible on pnotograp.) which allows the 
cable to unwind as the vehicle advances. Tnere is a 
oumper-like guard to prevent the cable becoming entangled 
in the tra'cks. The explosive charge is carried in the cen
tre of the vehicle.

E. LATA
The following figures are approximate;-

Length 4 ft. 6 in.

Width 2 ft. 6 in.

Height 2 ft.

Explosive charge 70 - 90 lbs.

Speed 12 m.p.h.

Range (lengta of cable) 2200 yds.

-27-



PLATE 21

Note : The vehicle is shown with the side cover plates 
removed.
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